
The need to bring large-format production in-house 
led Werkhaus in search of a solution. Exceptional 
quality, high speed and environmental responsibility 
where high on the list of criteria. The company chose 
EFI™ VUTEk® GS3250lx Pro driven by the EFI Fiery® XF.

Werkhaus Design + Production off ers a wide variety 
of home and offi  ce furniture for indoor and outdoor 
use. They also off er accessories such as planters, pen 
holders, storage boxes and rack systems. Their success 
is the result of a unique, copyrighted connection 
system for product assembly. This versatile company 
also produces retail and exhibition displays. The 
170-person Werkhaus manufactures and now prints 
everything in house. 

A few years after founding the company Holger 
Dannenberg recognised the need for decorative and 
fun images on furniture panels and accessories—from 
table tops to piggy banks. Today you can order a stool 
with the choice of 180 diff erent images. You can even 
order a customised version with your family photos or 
company logo.

Printing Technology

Werkhaus employs four Canon imagePRESS C6010 
colour toner presses, which are controlled with 
EFI Fiery servers and achieve a quality that is 
comparable to off set. 

The company produces 1.2 million A3+ prints annually 
that are laser cut and then laminated. With large 
format printing in-house Werkhaus realised it could 
produce all A3+ products faster, more fl exibly and 
more cost-eff ectively. “I am a creative person and 
hobbyist who wants to do everything myself,” explains 
Dannenberg. “With a large-inkjet printing machine I 
could come up with a new product idea in half an 
hour and then print directly.”
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Werkhaus uses fiberboard in 205 x 285 cm format and takes advantage 
of the 3.2m width of the VUTEk by printing in landscape mode. They 
can also print five or more smaller plates next to each other. 

Saves money and time 

Bringing all printing in house has helped the company in a variety 
of ways. “I had not expected that I’d no longer need to outsource 
anything,” says Dannenberg. We replaced screen printing with inkjet, 
and instead of printing on paper with offset to apply that onto wood, 
we now print directly on wood. We now save on the procurement, 
communications with vendors and transportation of printed 
materials to the production plant, and we finish our jobs faster. The 
time and money we save allows us to devote more time to creating 
innovative new products.”

Danneberg chose the EFI VUTEk GS3250lx Pro driven by the EFI Fiery 
XF. A year after the printer was installed he confirmed that all his 
desires were fulfilled.

Helping the environment

Werkhaus Design + Production cares greatly about the environment. 
The roofs of its five industrial buildings are all covered with solar 
panels. They provide 20 percent of the electrical energy for the 
company. Holger Dannenberg also replaced about 1,000 fluorescent 
tubes throughout the operation with LED versions. 

The VUTEk GS3250lx was the perfect addition to Werkhaus’ drive to 
minimise environmental impact. Its LED UV-ink curing consumes 
significantly less energy than other light sources and it requires less 
ink. And, UV inks have no VOCs. Plus, the LED brings virtually no heat 
to the printing surface, which is why Werkhaus can also print thin 
films easily.

Fast print speed and quality

The VUTEk GS3250lx normally operates at Werkhaus in 600 dpi 
resolution and 24 pL-droplets in normal operation and thus prints 
more than 100 square metres per hour. “If we want to achieve more 
vibrant colours, we print white among the colours, which is still 
far faster than the 50 square metres that other machines tested at,” 
explains Dannenberg. “If you want to achieve the highest image and 
font resolution you can print at 1000 dpi and 12pL droplets.”

The GS3250lx prints with eight colours, which Werkhaus fills with two 
times CMYK –to take advantage of Fast-4® printing– and two white 
channels, which are used as an under layer to enhance image colours 
and to print white flourishes or text. 

Holger Dannenberg, Art Director 
Eva Dannenberg, Managing Director

Inventors of the Werkhaus 
connecting system the Dannenbergs 
sell a variety of off-the-shelf and 
custom-designed products based 
on the award-winning connecting 
technique. Tabs, slots and rubber 
rings replace standard hardware 
to create an easy-to assemble and 
environmentally friendly product. 
Products can be found at  
www.werkhaus.de/shop. 
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Result:
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ART DIRECTOR

Solution:

Danneberg chose the EFI VUTEk GS3250lx 

Pro driven by the EFI Fiery XF. A year after 

the printer was installed he confirmed that 

all his desires were fulfilled.

LED curing and recovery of waste heat from the machine shows the will to save energy.

The imaginative display products required large format inkjet printing.
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, 
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, 
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines  
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. 
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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